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Abstract
This paper proposes a model of software changes for supporting the evolution of software prototypes. We decompose software
evolution steps into primitive substeps that correspond to monotonic specification changes. This structure is used to rearrange chro-
nological derivation sequences into idealized conceptual derivation structures containing only meaning-extending changes, and to
automatically combine dierent changes to a specification. A set of examples illustrates the ideas. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Evolutionary prototyping provides an ecient ap-
proach to formulating accurate software requirements
[19]. Simple models reflecting the main issues associated
with the proposed system are constructed and demon-
strated, and then reformulated to better match customer
concerns, based on specific criticisms and the issues they
elicit. This process aids understanding because indepen-
dent issues are separated and treated in isolation as
much as possible, via communication based on the sim-
plest models possible. The models are refined only as
needed to resolve open issues, and the issues arising at
one level of detail are resolved as much as possible be-
fore considering the next level of detail, or the next as-
pect of the system. This helps to focus the attention of
the customers, designers, and analysts because only a
few selected aspects of the system are changing at any
point in the process.
The focus of the current work is the evolution of pro-
posed specifications and prototype designs. Much of the
previous work on changes to software has focused on
meaning-preserving transformations [2,14,16,24,25].
However, it has been recognized that in realistic con-
texts, many changes do not preserve the observable be-
havior of the system [26]. Most of the work on the
area of meaning-changing transformations has been
concerned with classifying the types of semantic modifi-
cations that are used in practice [12,11,15]. We investi-
gate the relationships between dierent versions of the
specifications and propose an abstract model of the de-
sign history to provide a more formal model for under-
standing the details of this subject.
Modeling the design history can enhance the proto-
typing process by capturing the conceptual dependencies
in a design. A properly structured derivation of a spec-
ification can highlight the structure of the design deci-
sions leading to the proposed system, which can be
used to record and guide systematic exploration of the
design space. Such a representation is necessary if we
are to develop software tools for managing this process
and extracting useful information from the design histo-
ry. These tools should help coordinate the eorts of an-
alysts and designers faced with a changing set of
requirements, to avoid repeated eort and inconsistent
parallel refinements, and to aid the designers in combin-
ing design choices from dierent branches of a parallel
exploration of the design space.
In larger prototyping eorts, several explorations of
the requirements that are focused on distinct aspects
of the system may proceed in parallel. In such cases,
the lessons learned from dierent branches of the eort
must be combined and integrated. This is a specification-
level instance of the software change-merging problem
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[8]. Solutions to this problem can also be used to prop-
agate improvements to all aected versions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 suggests some classes of primitive changes and
sketches an associated representation for abstract deri-
vation histories. Section 3 illustrates our ideas with an
example. Section 4 discusses change merging for specifi-
cations and indicates how merged versions can be con-
structed. Section 5 contains conclusions.
2. Software changes
We characterize changes to a system specification in
terms of three orthogonal attributes of a system: its vo-
cabulary, its behavior, and its granularity [21]. These
concepts are reviewed below.
· The vocabulary of a system is the set of all external
stimuli recognized by the system.
· The granularity of a system is the set of all internal
stimuli recognized by the system.
· The behavior of a system is the set of all possible trac-
es for the system relative to a given vocabulary and
granularity.
Each of these three attributes is a set, and is subject to
an approximation ordering induced by the subset rela-
tion. The resulting partially ordered set becomes a Bool-
ean algebra under the set union, set intersection, and set
complement operations. As explained in Section 4, this
structure can support a formal model of software
change merging.
If we restrict primitive changes to be monotonic and
to aect just one of the three attributes listed above, we
get the classification of primitive changes shown in
Fig. 1, which is repeated from [21].
The symbol AS represents the attribute A of the origi-
nal system S, and AS0 represents the attribute A of the
modified system S0.
A decomposition of the chronological evolution his-
tory into primitive substeps conforming to these restric-
tions enables the rearrangement of a sequential
derivation containing meaning-modifying changes into
a tree-like rooted directed acyclic graph whose paths
consist solely of meaning-preserving changes that add
information via compatible vocabulary extensions,
granularity refinements, or behavior constraints.
The requirements at the root of the graph can be de-
rived from the oldest set of requirements in a chronolog-
ical derivation history by deleting all parts that were
contradicted in later versions. Each path in the graph
represents a series of refinements of the requirements
and branching points represent design decisions. The
benefit of the proposed rearrangement is to identify de-
sign variations that were explored and later abandoned,
and to factor them out of the actual chronological deri-
vation, to expose a clear path to the final formulation.
The structures of chronological derivations produced
by people are often obscured by interleaved sequences
of changes that introduce and later remove inappropri-
ate aspects of system behavior. This process is illustrated
in Fig. 10 and explained further in Section 3.2.
We propose this mechanism as a concrete means to
document software as if it had been developed using a
rational process [22], and conjecture that such structures
will be useful for choosing demonstration scenarios,
guiding requirements reviews, and summarizing past
history for analysts formulating the next version. The
early parts of the development, in which the require-
ments are evolving, must be guided by people because
these changes add information to the requirements in
a creative process that involves formalizing informal de-
sires and criticisms. This makes it unrealistic to expect
that the real chronological derivation can be composed
only of monotonic changes, because that would require
the analysts never to make any mistakes in an activity
that is dominated by educated guesswork and experi-
mental validation. It is also unrealistic to expect that
the modifications can all be accomplished merely by re-
turning to a previous version and making a completely
new refinement, because most of the mistaken changes
must be only partially undone: skilled analysts guess
right most of the time, and often only a relatively small
part of an imperfect refinement must be undone.
A change that undoes part of an information-adding
refinement materializes a new version of the system,
which did not appear earlier in the chronological deriva-
tion. Such a version is not explicitly constructed by the
designer, who usually makes a single incompatible
change that corrects the error, rather than first removing
the faulty decision and then making a new refinement.
Automated support for the proposed rearrangement is
thus needed to gain the well-established benefits of
meaning-preserving changes prior to the point where
the formalized requirements can be assumed to com-
pletely capture user needs, since we do not expect ana-
lysts and designers to accept new working styles that
require them to spend more eort to accomplish the
same end.Fig. 1. Types of changes.
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The requirements at the root of a derivation graph
usually do not capture all of the user’s needs, although
they are consistent with those needs. The requirements
get increasingly restrictive along each path in the deriva-
tion, and each point along the path satisfies all of the re-
quirements at preceding points. Parallel paths represent
alternative formulations of the requirements that are in-
compatible with each other. The purpose of exploratory
analysis is to find a path to a version of the requirements
that does meet the users needs. The final requirements
need to be validated once they are found, even if they
have been derived from the root of the graph via mean-
ing-preserving changes, because the root requirements
do not satisfy all of the users’ needs. We believe that
the intermediate points in the path are useful for the
validation because the dierences between neighboring
points in a path are relatively small and can be checked
independently of each other. Once the path is validated,
its endpoint can provide a stable and reliable starting
point for implementation. We note that a substantial
amount of research and development is needed to sup-
port such a process in practical contexts.
3. Case study
This section illustrates our ideas via a simple case
study, after a brief explanation of our notation. We de-
fine required behavior of interfaces using the Spec lan-
guage [4]. Spec is a formal notation for expressing
black-box descriptions of system behavior that can be
applied to both the external interfaces of a system and
to internal interfaces introduced by decomposition.
We use augmented data flow diagrams to describe the
interconnection between the Spec modules in a decom-
position. This notation is from the prototyping language
PSDL [18], and is easily readable without further expla-
nation. PSDL is the prototyping language used in the
Computer Aided Prototyping System CAPS [17].
3.1. Example: Spelling checker
We now illustrate the use of specifications in the evo-
lution of a prototype for a spelling correction system,
emphasizing the role of monotonic changes. The initial
focus of the prototyping eort is on the required be-
havior of the system rather than on display formats
and human factors issues.
The initial requirements analysis determines that a
user will be interacting with the proposed software
through a single interface, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and
results in the initial specification for the behavior of
the proposed software given in Fig. 3.
Identifying and modeling the aspects of the data rele-
vant to the problem is the main contribution of the ini-
tial analysis. The initial specification is expressed in
terms of abstract data models that represent the re-
quired information without regard for format or e-
ciency. The format of the data is hidden by the
module labeled ‘‘user’’ in Fig. 2, which represents a soft-
ware encapsulation of the human user. The initial ver-
sion of this module uses default methods and formats
for reading input data and displaying output data, and
does not require any explicit description until the proto-
typing focus changes from functional behavior to hu-
man interface factors. The types set, sequence, string
and type are pre-defined in the standard Spec library,
which can be found in [5].
The behavior of the spell function is specified via a
postcondition describing the required output. There is
no precondition because the specified output is required
for all possible inputs. The specification refers to se-
lected reusable concepts from the Spec library, such as
Fig. 2. Context diagram.
Fig. 3. Specification of initial spelling checker.
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the predicates sorted and distinct, via IMPORT declara-
tions.
The instance module defines the initial interpretation
for the type word, documenting an assumption made by
the analyst. The type word is declared as a subtype of
string rather than as a new abstract data type because
at this point there are no apparent operations on words
other than the standard string operations.
This completes the initial requirements. The next step
of the process is to choose the implementation method
for the top level module. The designer does not find a re-
usable software component realizing the entire spell
function and chooses to realize the specification via
the decomposition shown in Fig. 4, using the subcompo-
nents specified in Fig. 5. Sort_words is declared as an in-
stance of the generic function sort, which is a standard
building block well known to the designer.
After realizing the above components by intercon-
necting some reusable software components, the proto-
type is demonstrated to a group of customers. A
customer remarks that many terms commonly used in
his business are reported as spelling errors, such as
names of products and suppliers. The customer does
not like this and wants it fixed. The designer notices that
such terms are likely to be dierent for dierent installa-
tions and suggests augmenting the design with a private
dictionary that can be augmented by each user to fit lo-
cal needs. The specification for the modified design is
shown in Fig. 6. The added text is boxed to highlight
the changes.
The modified specification is produced by an extend-
ing change that adds an optional argument followed by
Fig. 4. Initial decomposition.
Fig. 5. Specifications for subfunctions.
Fig. 6. Transformed specification for the spelling checker.
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a relaxing change that removes the previous postcondi-
tion and a constraining change that re-restricts the
behavior by adding the new postcondition. The inheri-
tance mechanism of Spec is used to record the design
history. Meaning-changing modifications are syntacti-
cally highlighted by HIDE clauses that list all of the
messages and concepts aected by non-monotonic chan-
ges. The Spec representation of the transformed module
spell_2 inherits the previous version spell_1, but hides
the spell message to indicate that the transformed defini-
tion replaces the previous definition, rather than being
combined with it. In this case only the imported con-
cepts ‘‘sorted’’ and ‘‘distinct’’ are inherited. Hiding the
previous definition is necessary because the new post-
condition is incompatible with the previous postcondi-
tion in cases where a private_dictionary is given
explicitly, although the previous behavior is preserved
whenever the private_dictionary takes its default value.
If the previous version of the spell message were not hid-
den, the new requirement would include the conjunction
of the old postcondition and the new postcondition,
which would not be satisfiable for any report containing
a word in the private_dictionary.
An initial modified design is obtained by noting that
the new version of spell can be implemented in terms of
the old one by passing the union of the dictionary and
the private_dictionary as the second parameter. This is
illustrated in Fig. 7. This is an example of a case in
which partial reuse of the derivation of an implementa-
tion for a previous version is possible.
The second round of demonstrations exposes several
dierent issues: the users notice it is awkward to explic-
itly supply a dictionary each time the system is used, and
they want the system to be able to learn new specialized
words. The analyst responds to the first concern by
changing the dictionary from an input parameter to a
constant, built into the system. The analyst also notes
that a learning function introduces a requirement for
long-term memory, so that the next version of the spell
program must be a state machine rather than a function.
The state of this machine corresponds to the private
dictionary, as shown in Fig. 8. The TRANSITION
clause illustrates the use of temporal logic in Spec to
specify requirements associated with state transitions
in state machines. The * is a temporal operator that re-
fers to the previous state.
The changes are the combination of a pair of con-
tracting and extending changes that remove all inputs
from the spell message and replace them with just the re-
port, a change that modifies the type of the module from
a function to a state machine, a change that adds the
concept and the state variable to the meta-vocabulary
of the system, an extending change that adds the learn
message, and a constraining change that restricts the be-
havior of the learn message via a postcondition.
The designer notes that the new message is expressed
in terms of the executable subset of the Spec language,
so that further refinement is not needed. The decompo-
sition of the spell message can also remain the same: the
only changes are in the nature of the sources of the input
values. However, the designer decides to simplify the
Fig. 8. Transformed specification for the spelling checker.
Fig. 7. Decomposition of spell version 2.
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decomposition as shown in Fig. 9. The reformulation
expands the old version of the spell function, thus elimi-
nating the reference to the previous version of spell, and
reduces the number of component types by replacing the
union function with another copy of check. This mean-
ing-preserving change depends on the property ~(x IN
union(s1, s2)) () ~(x IN s1) & ~(x IN s2). The purpose
of this reformulation is to simplify the design and to
facilitate future changes.
A complete exploration of the spelling checking sys-
tem would have many more aspects, such as correcting
spelling errors, suggesting corrections, and refining the
concrete interface formats. Due to lack of space, we
leave the example incomplete, and consider instead the
representation of derivation histories.
3.2. Conceptual derivation histories
A conceptual derivation history is a simplified version
of the chronological history of an evolving system that
includes only the decisions that were not undone in later
steps. We model conceptual derivation histories as
graphs whose nodes represent versions and whose arcs
represent monotonic changes. Such a graph is a partially
ordered set with respect to the refinement ordering v on
specifications, defined as follows:
p v q () vocabularyp  vocabularyq &




The vocabulary, granularity, and behavior of a specifi-
cation are defined in Section 2. The projection is needed
to ensure that we are comparing just the corresponding
parts of the two behaviors; it removes all events in traces
of q that are outside the vocabulary and granularity of p.
The ordering p v q means that q satisfies the specifica-
tion of p. From the point of view of a user q is just as
good as p, and it may be strictly better if it provides
some services that p does not. Enhancements can occur
if q responds to additional external stimuli, its behavior
is specified at a more detailed level of abstraction, or its
behavior is subject to stricter constraints. An idealized
prototype evolution process should steadily strengthen
the requirements in this sense, until they become accept-
able to the users. In practice the path is often less direct.
However, a reconstructed direct path should provide a
useful summary of the relevant parts of the evolution
of the requirements. We illustrate this idea in terms of
the spelling checker example.
The initial part of the prototype evolution shown in
the previous section contains conceptual changes in
the purpose of the proposed system, which are mani-
fested as changes in its vocabulary. The externally
visible behaviors of dierent versions of the system are
not directly comparable, because the set of potential
stimuli is dierent for dierent versions. Therefore we
suggest organizing the derivation history first based on
the eects of changes on the vocabulary of the proposed
system, then based on behavior of subsystems that share
the same vocabulary, then based on granularity for in-
teractions that share the same external behavior, and
then based on computational eciency of interactions
that share the same external behavior and granularity.
Previous work on meaning-preserving changes has
mostly been restricted to the last three of these ranges,
with emphasis on the last two.
We would like to separate the eects of changes to or-
thogonal attributes of the system as much as possible, so
that these independent changes can be automatically re-
combined in dierent combinations. The problem of
automatically combining dierent versions of programs
has been formally studied in several dierent contexts
[6–10,23,3], and has been informally discussed in terms
of the development of requirements in [13], where the in-
dependence of elaborations was assessed manually.
However, the problem has not yet been solved com-
pletely, particularly for requirements.
We make a step towards automating the detection of
independent elaborations by proposing a formal model
for refinement structures. There is potential for parallel
elaboration whenever the refinement ordering can be de-
composed in a cross-product structure, because dierent
components of the cross-product can be refined indepen-
dently. For example, this is usually the case for changes
to dierent messages in a system.
Previous methods for software change merging have
assumed that the vocabulary is fixed and common to
all versions to be merged. The model proposed here is
a possible basis for extending some previous work on
merging [7,3] to cases where the vocabulary changes.
Such an extension adopts an open and extensible view
of the vocabulary: the behavior of a system whose vo-
cabulary does not contain a given stimulus is considered
equivalent to the behavior of a modified system that ex-
tends its vocabulary with the extra stimulus and leaves
its response to that stimulus undefined and uncon-
strained. This is appropriate for requirements explora-
tion and prototyping, although it is not consistent with
the closed-world view typically adopted in software
products, where requests outside the vocabulary are ex-
pected to produce error messages and have no other ef-
fect. Section 4 sketches some of the main ideas for this
extension.
Fig. 9. Simplified decomposition of spell version 2.
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We can separate dierent aspects of the vocabulary of
a system based on the set of modules in the system, the
set of messages recognized by each module, and the type
signatures associated with each message. An indepen-
dent version refinement structure is associated with each
module and with each message. These structures are
illustrated for the most abstract level of granularity in
Fig. 10. Each of the boxes is labeled with a version num-
ber, where version 0 corresponds to the empty software
model representing the initial state of the project, and
the other version numbers correspond to the numbers
in the module names. The left diagram shows the set
of modules for each version, ordered by the subset rela-
tion. The spelling checker is a very simple system, for
which the set of modules is stable. The set of modules
might change during the prototyping of a larger system
if the analyst discovers that the proposed software must
interact with an external system that was previously be-
lieved to be unaected. In such a case a module repre-
senting the aected external system would be added to
the next version of the prototype. The attributes of each
module are orthogonal, and can be refined indepen-
dently.
The middle diagram shows just the messages recog-
nized by the spell module, also ordered by the subset
relation. The set of messages changes when the require-
ment for learning is added in version 3. The signatures
of each message are independent, and can be refined in-
dependently.
The diagram on the right represents the sets of signa-
tures for the spell message, where r, d, and pd are abbre-
viations for ‘‘report: sequencefwordg’’, ‘‘dictionary:
setfwordg’’, and ‘‘private_dictionary: setfwordg’’, re-
spectively. Since messages can be overloaded, each mes-
sage can correspond to a set of signatures. Signature sets
are sometimes compactly represented via optional pa-
rameters. For example, version 2 has a set of two signa-
tures: f(r, d), (r, d, pd)g. Signature sets are also ordered
by the subset relationship. If the state model of a module
is fixed, including invariant restrictions, initial value re-
strictions, and semantic interpretations, then the de-
scriptions of the behaviors corresponding to each
signature of each message can also be refined indepen-
dently.
Note that the third version lies on an alternative
branch from the first two versions, and hence is indepen-
dent from them: the first two versions represent a dead-
end path whose only purpose was to provide enough in-
sight into the problem to formulate version 3. A ‘‘ratio-
nal explanation’’ of the process would proceed straight
to version 3, although versions 1 and 2 were necessary
in practice to elicit the communication between the users
and the analyst that allowed the analyst to determine
that version 3 was in fact necessary. This communica-
tions gap is what prevents practical requirements acqui-
sition eorts from proposing only meaning-extending
changes. The main benefit of a monotonic representa-
tion for conceptual derivation histories is that such dead
end paths are identified and separated out from the main
line of the derivation history.
Fig. 10 shows the ordering structures just for the vo-
cabularies of the dierent versions. These structures can
be constructed based just on syntactic properties of the
specifications, and the process is readily automatable.
Constructing the behavioral structures is considerably
more dicult in the general case, because of the need
to decide implications and equivalences for logical state-
ments. Consequently, partial or approximate methods
will be needed. However, we note that in the early stages
of prototyping many of the changes aect the vocabu-
lary, and that there is a separate behavioral structure
for each version of the vocabulary, because behaviors
of systems with incompatible vocabularies are not di-
rectly comparable. Hence the ordering structures corre-
sponding to behavioral changes with a common
vocabulary and granularity will be small, particularly
in the context of prototyping.
4. Combining changes
The Boolean algebra structure of the vocabulary,
granularity, and behavior of a specification identified
in Section 2 implies that the usual formulation of the
change merging operation can be applied in the context
of changes to software specifications. If A, B, and C are
specifications, the result of combining the change from B
to A with the change from B to C is denoted by ABC,
which is defined as follows.
ABC  Aÿ B t A u C t C ÿ B:
Here t denotes the least upper bound and u denotes the
greatest lower bound with respect to the ordering de-
fined in Section 3.2. The dierence is defined by
Aÿ B  A u B;
where the bar denotes the complement operation. This
operation is well defined for any Boolean algebra; in
the special case of sets ordered by , it is the set dier-
ence operation.
The interpretations of the above Boolean operations
for dierent aspects of software specifications areFig. 10. Vocabulary refinement structure of the derivation history.
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summarized in Fig. 11. Since it is common to represent
sets of behaviors by logical assertions representing
postconditions, we include the postcondition representa-
tion as well.
The set inclusions in the definition of the specification
refinement ordering (see Section 3.2) go in the opposite
direction for the system behavior than for the vocabu-
lary and the granularity. This is reflected in the
interpretations of the Boolean operations for those as-
pects. Since the specification refinement ordering is de-
rived from the orderings of the three dierent aspects
according to the usual ordering construction for a
cross-product domain, all of the operations extend com-
ponentwise. This implies that we can compute change
merges for the three aspects independently, according
to the interpretations summarized in Fig. 11.
Some examples illustrate the eects of these defini-
tions. Suppose we represent vocabularies as sets of mes-
sages. Then the combination of the change that removes
the message m2 from the starting vocabulary fm1;m2g
and the changes that adds m3 to the same starting vocab-
ulary is calculated as follows:
fm1gfm1;m2gfm1;m2;m3g
 fm1g ÿ fm1;m2g [ fm1g \ fm1;m2;m3g
[ fm1;m2;m3g ÿ fm1;m2g  fm1;m3g:
The corresponding calculations on postconditions
representing behaviors may be bit less intuitive. If P ,
Q, and R are assertions representing postconditions,
we can apply the general definition and simplify to give
the following rule:
P QR  P _ :Q ^ P _ R ^ R _ :Q
 P _ R ^ Q) P  ^ Q) R:
We illustrate the consequences of this rule for some
common change patterns. Suppose that a, b, and c are
three assertions representing postconditions in the speci-
fication of the behavior of a system in response to a
given stimulus.
The combination of two dierent constraining chan-
ges to a behavior includes both constraints:
a ^ bbb ^ c  a ^ b ^ c:
The first changes adds the constraint a to the postcondi-
tion b of the base version and the second change adds a
dierent constraint c. The original constraint and both
of the new ones are present in the combination.
The combination of two relaxing changes loosens
both of the aected constraints:
aa ^ bb  a _ b:
Note that the combination of removing each of two con-
straints separately does not result in a vacuous require-
ment: either of the two relaxed versions of the
requirements is acceptable, but the system must satisfy
at least one of them.
The combination of a relaxing change and a con-
straining change selectively loosens and also tightens
the requirements:
ba ^ ba ^ b ^ c  b ^ a) c:
The constraint b is common to all three versions, and it
appears in the combination as well. The first change
drops the constraint a, while the second change adds
the constraint c. In the combination, the new constraint
c must hold only in the cases where the original con-
straint a is satisfied. This moderation of the constraining
change is due to the presence of the relaxing change; if
we do not remove the constraint a then the new con-
straint c is added unconditionally:
a ^ ba ^ ba ^ b ^ c  a ^ b ^ c:
To illustrate the eects of these rules in a more realis-
tic context, Fig. 12 shows the results of merging two
changes to a simplified version of the spelling checker
example of Section 3.
We focus on the spell message. The base version has
only the most basic requirements: there is only one
dictionary, and there are no constraints on the order
of the words in the output. The first enhancement intro-
duces the modified requirement that acronyms (which
contain only capital letters) are never reported as spell-
ing errors. The second enhancement adds a requirement
for sorting the output. The result of merging the two
changes includes the acronym modification, but requires
sorting only in the cases where the acronym modifica-
tion did not take eect. This is a consequence of the
minimal change principle [8] implicit in the change
merging formula. In this case, a review by an analyst
concludes that the case where the sorting requirement
is suspended is impossible: the dictionary (a constant
in the specification) cannot be empty in any acceptable
version of a spell checking system, as would be required
by the second condition in the last quantifier of Fig. 12.
In general, application of the change merging rules can
highlight cases where requirements changes interact.
These cases can then be reviewed by people to check
whether a subtle interaction was missed or misjudged.
All of the change merges in the above examples fol-
low directly from the definition, after simplification
Fig. 11. Concrete interpretations of abstract operations.
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using the laws of ordinary propositional logic. These
simplifications were performed manually and then
checked via an automatic simplifier for propositional
logic that is implemented using term rewriting with
respect to a canonical set of rewrite rules.
The implementation of the change merging defini-
tions for specifications is straightforward, just as is
the implementation of weakest preconditions for loop-
free code. The diculty of automatic application lies
in the simplification step in both cases: since most logics
that are useful for specification are not decidable, it is in
general impossible to do a perfect job of simplification.
For these logics, there is no computable canonical form
in which all tautologies reduce to the logical constant
‘‘true’’ and all contradictory statements reduce to the
logical constant ‘‘false’’. In the above examples, simpli-
fication using only the propositional structure of the
formulas was sucient to get useful results, even
though human judgement was needed to recognize con-
straints that hold in the problem domain, but are not
universally true in the logical sense. However, even
for decidable systems such as propositional logic, the
existence of a canonical form does not solve the prob-
lem completely, because the result produced by the
simplifier does not resemble the original formulas and
is typically hard to read. Manual simplification was
needed in the above examples to make the results read-
able by people. Heuristic methods that try to match the
original structures as far as possible would be useful for
practical decision support. This is an area for further
research.
5. Conclusions
Our vision of software evolution is a process that
operates on a structure representing the design decisions
that lead to a software system. These design decisions
correspond to changes on partial or complete represen-
tations of the specifications, designs, and code. The
product of software evolution is a structure that repre-
sents an idealized history of a system. This structure re-
cords which design decisions contribute to which
versions. This is a simplified and idealized history be-
cause it represents the conceptual dierences between
versions, but not necessarily the actual sequence in
which the versions were created or the order in which
changes were originally applied.
The benefit of this structure is to bring together all of
the changes related to the same design decision, and to
provide an explicit representation for all the alternatives
for each design decision that have been considered in an
exploratory development such as a prototyping eort, or
in the evolution of a deployed software system in re-
sponse to changing circumstances. Recording the design
history in a processable form is practically important be-
cause of personnel turnover in development projects.
The proposed structure should help designers make bet-
ter use of the history of a development.
Our previous research has explored formal models of
the chronological evolution history [20]. This model has
been applied to automate configuration management
and a variety of project management functions [1]. The
ideas presented in this paper are a promising basis for
Fig. 12. Merging changes to the spelling checker.
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improving these capabilities, particularly in the area of
computer aid for extracting useful design rationale in-
formation from a record of the evolution of the system.
Our ultimate research goal is to create conceptual
models and software tools that allow automatic genera-
tion of variations on a software system with human con-
sideration of only the highest-level decisions that must
change between one version and the next. Realization
of this goal will lead to more flexible software systems
and should make prototyping and exploratory design
more eective.
Challenges facing future research on meaning-alter-
ing changes are to span the software design space using
a set of manageable changes with precise and expressive
representations, to provide automatic procedures for
suggesting applicable changes, and to construct auto-
matic or computer-aided procedures for decomposing
manual design changes into sequences of primitive chan-
ges. Successful research in this direction and its future
applications will support software design automation
with great scientific and economic impact.
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